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East African English (Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania): 
morpbology and syntax 

Josef Schmied 

1. Introduction 

An outline of grammatical features of East African English (EAfE) is even 
more difficult to produce than that of its phonology, because deviations in 
grammar occur in much lower frequencies. One reason for this lower fre
quency is perhaps that grammatical deviations are more stigmatised. Thus. an 
independent EAfE grammar is even less di stinguishable than an independent 
phonology or lex.icon. 

East African tendencie.<; in morphology and syntax can often also be found in 
other parts of Africa and even beyond, in so-called New Englishes (cf. Hickey 
2003), and even in some First Language (LJ) varieties in Britain, America 
or Australia. Partly at least, English varieties all seem to develop in similar 
directions in some respects, as for instance in terms of simplification and re
gularisation. Frequency, consistency, systematicity and the developmental, re
gional and social distribution over various spoken and written text types are a 
marter for further research as well as the discovery of implicational hierarchies 
in freq uency and acceptability. 

2. Morphology 

In this section the grammatical description ofEAtE will therefore be present
ed in broad categories of word class type, independent of any specific syntax 
or interpretation accordiug to lauguage learning theories . This sometimes 
leads to overlaps of explanations with underlying semanti c structures, such 
as the 'count - non-count' distinctiou, which has repercuss ions for plural for
mation as well as the use of articles, although with differeut frequencies. The 
pluralisation advices, for instance, seems to be less frequent than an advice. 
What are call ed grammatical features do not occur consistently each time a 
constJuction is used and are very often related to sub-rules of more gen eral 
rul es, which are not affected. 
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2. J. Verb phrase 

As far as the verb phrase is concerned, the following tendencies have been 
noted. 

Inflectional endings are not always added to the verb, but tbe general , regular 
or umnarked forms are used instead: 
This applies to the regular endings of tbe 3rd sg. present tense and of the past 
tense as well as to irregular verb forms . Since such deviations from the (Brit
ish) norm are stigmatised, educated East Africans only use them in special 
cases. This may happen when tbey are supported by the pronunciation (e.g. 
alveolar fricatives/plosives for marking past and plural, respectively, are added 
to alveolar fricatives/plosives). The phenomenon can also be seen when verb 
forms like ran and nm are not clearly distinguished, especially when it seems 
redundant (e.g. after time adverbials) . Some cases, like ([) for example, seem 
a simple expansion of the Blitish norm, where a unit can be seen as a whole or 
as several pieces: 

( I) Kshs. 33,5001- was (StE were) raised during our pre-wedding 
(lCE-EA: S IBCE05K) 

Complex tenses tend to be avoided: 
T his tendency occurs particularly with the past perfect and condi tionals (It 
would have been much better {(-this was done) and is also conunon in less 
formal native-speaker usage today. It affects mainly the sequence of tenses 
taught in school grammar, particularly in the case of subordinate dauses in past 
contexts and when certain types of modali ty (especially irrealis) are expressed. 
Past tense forms are rarely used to express modality as in Standard English 
(S tE) I had belte/' or If I went; this is considered pedantic and typically British. 
Constructions with will are used instead. 

Extended forms (BE + VERB + -ing construction) are used frequently and do 
not necessarily imply StE (progressive) meanings: 
This affects the distinction between the non-stative and the stative use of verbs. 
It applies particularly to some verbs tbat are used witb -ing fonns only in 
marked, specific meanings. The prime example is have, which is used with the 
semantics of 'temporariness' but also ' habitual' , as in (2). 

(2) Some of us may Ihink Ihat women always are having a 101 o(lhillgs to 
do . (lCE-EA: S IBINTl3T) 

(3) It is really very toxic to the user because it produces a 101 of smoke 
heavy smoke and il is smelling. (ICE-EA: S IBINT1 3T) 
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Pattems and particles of phrasal/preposi tional verbs vary: 
Phrasal and prepositional verbs are particularly important in English word for
mation. Adding part icles or prepositions after the English verb is a style-spe
cific alternative to prefixation, especially witb Gennanic stems, for example go 
ahoUl 'begin ', go ahead 'proceed', go back 'return ', go down 'decrease', go 
on 'continue' and go up 'increase'). This alteI11l!tive and special phrasal/prepo
si tional usage is unknown in African languages. Especially for phrasal verbs, 
the corresponding preposition is nOl easily accessible for Don-native speakers, 
since the meanings are figurative. 

Se lection cri teria may be extensions from semantically similar phrasal verbs 
or from etymologically related nouns in Englisb, like talk aboul > discuss 
about or discussion about > discuss about. Whether a phrase should be con
sidered tautologous is not easy to decide. [n the end, the difference between 
Britisb English (BrE) and EAfE is often a matter of frequency: discuss about, 
for example, occurs relatively three times as often on web pages in the Kenyan 
doma in (.ke) as on tbe corresponding UK pages (co. Ilk). 

In formal descripti ve categories, of course, preposi tions may be omitted (the 
well-known I will pick you [StE LIp] al eight, crop [StE up] , provide [WilhJ), 
substituted (e.g. al/ach with [StE to], concentrale wilh [StE on], congratulate 
f or [StE on],parlicipate wilh [StE in]. result illlo//o [StE in]), or added, wbich 
seems to be the most frequent case (e.g. advocate for , attend to , mention about, 
join willt). Particles are omitted when they appear "obvious", as in prolest (StE 
against). 

The substituted particles are often consistent with tbe prefix morpbeme (e.g. 
deprive from instead of deprive of) or closely related in mean ing (e.g. out and 
off, as in swilch oul [StE ofJ] the light, pUI off [StE oUI] thefire). The additional 
particles are often logically possible, but considered redundant witb the verb 
according to StE norms. They are, however, used after the corresponding noun 
(e.g. emphasise on < emphasi~ on; similarly, demand j or, request/or, s tress 
on). Besides analogy, interference from African languages is possible, since 
their prepositional system is relatively simple and thus polysemous. For in
stance, one basic locative proposition in Kiswahili, mwituni, can be translated 
as at, to , in/inside, byinearinex110 and from the/orest. 

Verb complementation (especially infinitives and gerunds) varies freely: 
As verb complementation is usua lly a matter of individuallexemes rather than 
mles, this fealme would have to be listed or taught witb the individual verb lex
ernes. This also determines how stigmatised the expression is. Again, speakers 
of EAfE often try to solve apparent ilTcgularities by applying semantic criteria, 
thus allow him go is analogous to lel him go and made him 10 do parallel to 
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forced him 10 do. These are equivalent structures, but they do not correspond to 
British nonns. Sometimes two similar constructions are confused (as decide to 
+ infinitive and decide on + -ing). The subtle distinctions between infinitive aDd 
gerund constructions (e.g. between tried to walk and tried walking) tend to be 
neglected and the choice seems random, as can be seen in (4) and (5): 

(4) Would you mind to tell us uh a briefbackground about ICA C and uh 
what uh are you going to discuss in Arusha. (ICE-EA: S I B04 1 T) 

(5) He has indicated to want to stop to deliver what he has. (lCE-EA: 
S IB03IT) 

2.2. Noun phrase 

The construction of noun phrases in EAfE is the same as in StE, although a few 
simplify ing tendencies bave been observed. 

Nonn pmases are not always marked for number and case (by inflectiona l end
ings): 
Although English nominal inflections are simple compared to Bantu languages, 
which have complex nominal classes marked by prefixes, the systems cannot 
be compared. Further simplification of the English system is therefore pos
sible in EAfE. This applies to certain plural endings (especially when they are 
redundant after numerals) as well as to genitives (especially when they are 
redlmdant in noun modifica tions that can be interpreted as compounds). Tt also 
applies to relative pronouns, where the inflected fo rms whom and whose are 
occasionally avoided in fav our of invariable which constnlctions: 

(6) Adult education which its main purpose is (0 help adults lo learn how 
lo read and write faces many problems. 

The use of -s plural markers is overgeneralised: 
This tendency is quite common in New Englisbes and in most cases semanti
cally motivated: althougb they can a lso be seen as a collective unit, several 
individual pieces can be distinguished, for example with luggoges,filrnitures, 
fire woods or grasses. Sometimes this tendency conftates more or less subtle se
mantic differentiations in StE, such as between food - foods, people - peoples, 
sometimes it merely regularises (historical) morphological StE irregularities, 
as in fishes . 

East African usage basically ignores the grammatical distinction of count vs. 
non-count nouns, which does not always correspond to the semantic ooe. In 
StE, plural -s is not added to nouns that are considered abstrac t or collective! 
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mass and thus non-count, as for example discontent or informations. But even 
in StE, some of the non-countables may occur in the plural in special mean
ings (works) or in stressed contexts (experiences). Thus, differences are often 
a questJon of interpretation and frequency. 

(7) These advices are coming because they've already studied all of us. 
(ICE-EA: S IBINTl2T) 

Articles and other determiners tend to be omitted: 
This tendency may partly be an overgeneralization of British usage (l am going 
to church/school/'post office). Often, submles of StE grammar are neglected, 
e.g. the mle that a definite article is used when nouns are postmodified by 
a/genitives or defining relat ive clauses, as in (8). The basic function of the 
definite article is of course to refer back to something mentioned earlier in 
the discourse. Thus, the others is clearly cataphoric and specific and different 
from others refening generally to "other people", but such distinctions are not 
always maintained in New Englishes. 

(8) Standing hay, though of poor quality, ojfers animals nutrients required 
for 0 maintenance of their body condition. (ICE-EA: W2B033K) 

(9) There is 0 need fo r dl?Velopment of smail, hand-driven machines. 
(lCE-EA: W2B03 3K) 

In contrast to the system in S\E, some linguists (e.g. Platt, Ho and Weber 1984 : 
52-59) even see a completely different system of art icles in New Englishes. 
They argue that StE uses the definitelindefin ite system (known vs not known) 
as the basic distinction, while the New Englishes prefer to use the specific vs 
non-specific (particular vs not particular) system, as in the StE determiner pair 
a certain - any. In this sys tem;uon-specific reference is expressed by. the ab
sence of an article (as in Give me beer, which gives the typical impress ion of 
EA fE "rude style") and specific by the use of the article the. The tendency of 
omitting de terminers also expands to indefinite, possess ive and demonstrative 
pronouns. 

2.3. Pronouns 

Pronouns may be redundant, especially in pronoWl appositions: 
A pronowl apposition occurs after the noun it refers to, that is, it does not have 
the usual anaphoric fu nction of linking sentences but that of "repeating" a noun 
(phrase) in the same sentence. This usage is a particul ar discourse strateg y in 
which the theme of a sentence is fronted with the pronoun as a placeholder for 
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the noun phrase which was extracted by the fronting process. In StE) pronoun 
apposition is perfectly accepted when the previous noun phrase is introduced 
by asfor NP or asfar as NP is concerned, as illustrated in (1 0) and (11). When 
speakers seem to hesitate or have lost thei r thread, copying a pronoun may help 
the listener to process the message. 

(10) As for the calcium in bone, il plays two importanl roles. (ICE-EA: 
W2B030K) 

(11) As for me and my hOllse, we declared war on poverty. (ICE-EA: 
W2F002K) 

EA tE seems to be more liberal as far as these .lules are concemed. at least in 
speech . Pronoun copying occurs especially in oral English after long and Com
plex subjects, because of prepositional constructions as in (12), iufinitives or 
relative clauses, as in (1 3): 

(12) So hllman being in the firsl time of his existence hefound that he was 
<-I subjected> 10 the work. (ICE-EA: SIB004T) 

(13) there is our glue which we are gelling Ihem near. (ICE-EA: S 1 B0471) 

Redundant pronouns can be found within relatives when personal pronouns 
take up the head of a relative construction, as in (6) above, and when posses
sive pronouns premodify the head of a rel ative construction (i. e. tbe possessive 
pronoun and the relative clause subject refer to the same person, as in my book 
that I read) . 

Pronouns a re not a lways distinguished by gender: 
The three possibilities of third person singular pronouns, he, she and it in sub
ject roles and his, her aod its in possessive ro les, are often used indiscriminately, 
especially when their pronunciation is only distinguished by one consonant, 
as in the case of he and she. This can be accounted for as simplification or as 
interferenee from A frican mother tongues that do not have sex distinctions in 
pronouns (e.g. languages that have only one class for animate or human beings 
in general). 

Prepositions are underd ifferentiated: 
English prepositions are among the most polyseOlous and most idiomatic. Be
cause of its lack of inflectional morphology, prepositions are particularly im
portant in English . StE is pecu liar in that the use of prepositions is often fixed 
and either dependent on the preceding verb, noun, adjective or adverb or the 
following n01ID. The choice of the idiomatic preposition may foll ow semantic, 
morphological or even traditional Latin rules. The matching of prepositions 
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to verbs, nouns, adjectives or adverbs is therefore neither easy nor logical to 
a second-language user. 

Generally, the most frequent Euglish prepositions of and in (at the expense 
of the more special into) occur significantly more frequeutly in EAfE than in 
BrE (cf. Mwangi 2003). This may be explained as a "safety strategy". More 
specific simple prepositions (like oj[ or across) are used less often. This is 
sometimes seen as underdifferentiation in EAtE) e.g. disregarding the distinc
tion between restricted position and extended position. 

Thus) a phrase like at Nairobi is used regularly in Kenya, even when it does 
not suggest a point in a global perspective, but an extended place for which in 
Nairobi is clearly prefelTed in StE. Since the prepositional systems in English 
are much more complex than in African languages, standard prepositions tend 
to be chosen (e. g. in for into) and analogy plays an important role. Rare prepo
sitions (like underneath , spatialpasl, or do wn) are used even less in EAtE. An
other case of simplification is the neglected distinction bet'Neen locative beside 
and contrastive besides. 

Similarly, frequent complex prepositions (like because of, according 10 and 
due to ) occur more often, less frequent and more complex ones (like in fron t of, 
in favour of, by means of, in the light of) less often in spoken EAtE. 

(1 4) Whal is the main reason of (StE for) Ihe decrease of production. 
(ICE-EA: SlB041T) 

( 15) ... many people are)ust coming jll (10) Ihe country. (lCE-EA: 
S IAO I8T) 

2.4 . Adjectives 

Adjective forms tend to be used as adverbs. The unmarked adverbial form is 
correct in very few cases in StE (hard,first , high in certain contexts or sayings 
like take it easy, etc.; but not in Do il p roper) . Unmarked adverbials occur not 
only in African but also in some American and British Engli sh varieties. 

2.5 . Question tags 

Question tags tend to occur in invariant form. Tag questions are vital in dis
course, but unusually complex in StE mOfJlhology. Their form depends on the 
main clause verb, the gender of the subject and its affirmative or negative char
acter. They tend to be generalised in African varie ties of English as in others, 
e.g. Welsh English. This means that the tag is neither adapted to the verb form 
nor to the subj ect of the main clause. Is and it occur with all verbs and subjects 
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and are repeated consis tently to make sure the listeners are still listening. E~
ample (16) is an extreme case of a coherent speech e~cerpt witb three (out of 
fi ve) non-standard isn ~ it cases in half a minute. 

Often the tag is used indiscriminately in the negative form, after affirmative 
as well as after negative clauses; thus subtle StE distinctions in speaker as
sumption between positive and negated tags (is it? and isn ~ if? with raising and 
fa ll ing intonation, respectively) disappear. Occasionally, non-verbal particles 
with the same functions are added. Nol so in (17) has an equivalent in many 
African languages, e.g. sivyo in Kiswahi li , but there is also the common ini! in 
non-standard urban mother-tongue Eng lish. 

( 16) U-e have <-Ihaa> and then or this time, isn'I it? ,cause it san 
existential quantifier or isn 'I it? the other side we gel it - and !hell or. 
There we are, isn't it? We come again 011 right uh uh right. That's our 
statement, isn't it. Okay. And take note Ihol in that statement now we 
have two different quantifiers, isn't it? universal and existential. 
(TCE-EA: S2B057K) 

( 17) The price in the display is a very good idea because ... Not so? uh 
okay? (ICE'EA:S1BOIOK) 

2.6 Responses to yes/no questions 

Negati ve yes(no questions are confirmed by responding to the form of the ques
tion and not to the absolute "inner logic". Those who are used to the StE system 
of answering direct questions Yes, it is or No, it isn 'f may receive a "confusing" 
mixture of Yes, he ;sn't or No, he is. This can be particularly confusing when 
the tags are omitted and only the particles no or yes are used. This occasional 
habit derives from a different frame of reference : EAlE speakers perceive tbat 
the negatively stated question queries the accuracy of the statement and thus 
assert ('Yes, what you say is uue') or deny the basic statement ('No, what you 
say is wrong'). Tn StE, the partic le is chosen in accordance with the answer and 
in EA fE in accordance with the question. The tag. however, is the sarue. 

(18) Q: These problems are uh not biological? 
A: Yes, Ihey're not biological faclor. (ICE-EA: SI B047K) 
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3. Word order 

In general, word order in EAtE is much more tlexible and can be used to ex
press emphasis and focus more readily than in StE (in this respect itcan be seen 
as being cJoser to colloquial spoken English). 

The basic interrogative word order is maintained in indirect speech and ques
tions: 
Indirect speech using the word order of direct speech could be interpreted as 
correct in spoken English where one cannot distinguish between the direct and 
indirect versions - if it is marked by a different intonation and a break marking 
a question mark. That may be the reason why this feature occurs also in non
standard native-speaker English. 

(19) I would like to know as to where and when are YOII going to have 
your celebrations and who will be the guesl of honour. (ICE-EA: 
SlBINT13T) 

(20) Are there any other activities you 're going fo show in Ihis week or 
you'l/ be only in/arming 1he public about the two international 
conferences in Arusha. (lCE-EA: SI B04IT) 

Maintairu ng the question word - verb - subject word order seems to contradict 
another tendency, i.e. to retain the most normal subject - verb - object order 
wherever possible, but it must be interpreted as a simp lification or regularisa
tion of the formation rules for all types of questions, direct and indirect. 

The strict English word order rules for adverb positions are weakened: 
Some adverbs tend to come as an afterthought, often without a break at the eod 
of the clause or sentence, as for example unforhmalely in (2 1). Others can be 
found at the very begilming, as already in (22). 

(2 1) .. thinking that he would not understand unfortunately. (ICE-EA: 
WJAOI6T) 

(22) Already appeals have been sent Ollt to individualsJollndations, and 
olher organisati~ns to help contribute. (TCE-EA: W2B009K) 
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4. Discourse 

4.1 . Information processing and presentation 

More than in other areas of grammar, emphasis is difficult to judge right or 
wrong vis-a.-vis StE norms, and is considered inappropriate only in few cases 
since the presentation of infOlmation remains flexible to () large extent. Often, 
however, the question whether an unusual construction implies special empha
sis or contrast is difficult to decide. 

In contrast to other New Englishes, emphatic prooOlms and simple repeti
tions do not seem to imply emphasis. But related processes occur for instance 
when the stressed reflexive pronoun is placed in front and repeated as a per
sonal pronoun afterwards, as in (23). 

(23) Ult myself";' [ am J started workillg at Muhimbili in nineteen eighly
seven. (ICE-EA: SIB046T) 

Topicalisation through fronting and corresponding intonation is rare in StE, 
but common in many English varieties (e. g. Irish English). StE has developed 
special !(llmS like cleft and pseudo-cleft constructions instead, which are again 
too compl ex for second-language speakers. 

Similarly, in StE never refers to a longer period or adds special emphasis, 
but occasionally it may simply be used to avoid a complex to-do construction 
required before 1I0 t , as in (24): 

(24) Most Kenyans never hesitate to give generously to help build hospitals, 
schools, dispensaries .. . (ICE-EA: W2EOI8K) 

Generally, the presentation of information varies cousiderably and the percep
tion whether something is marked in discourse or the natural flow varies ac
cordingly, sioce the optimal choice of a phrase may depend on many factors. 

4.2. Culture-specific discourse 

In African societies that maintain more links with oral tradition than Emopean 
ones, it is not surprising that some discourse features are culture-specific in 
the sense that they are customarily used and not really marked for the insider, 
but are clearly unusual for the European outsid.er. Many such culture-specific 
discourse features are linked to traditional African social values involving the 
extended family, the ethnic group, their environment and their habits. 

East Africans tend to greet each other elaborately. If visitors wish to make a 
good impression they should follow the standard patterns of asking Ho w is the 
fam ily. the health, thejourney/safari or so on (straightforward translations from 
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the Kiswahili Habari ya watoto, .. . ya afia, .. . ya safari, etc), before launching 
into a direct request. This is considered polite and more appropriate than ton
ing down direct questions with I'm terribly sorry la bother you or Would you 
mind telling me, which are considered affected in ordinary conversation and 
are not used by East Africans. Furthermore, some code-mixing is possible with 
handy little words like sawa fo r 'okay' or asante (or intensified asan(e sana) 
for 'thank you', or exclamations like kumbe and kwel; for surprise. 

Another East African politeness strategy is to express one's sympathy with 
some misfortune or unlucky event - e.g. when someone is obviously tired or 
ill , by illserting pole (or intensified pole sono) at the beginning, middle or end 
of a conversation (not to be confused with pole pole, which means 'slowly'). 
This is often translated as I am SOYly. However, the expression is untranslatable 
when someone stumbles, because it often implies some fault on the part of the 
speaker in StE, which is clearly not intended in EAfE. 

Other culhu-al prac tices have indirect consequences on English word-mean
ings. Thus the day and the time starts at 6 o'clock in EastAfrica and in the Swa
hili counting of hours. Thus 60 'clock is actually in Western telms ' 12 noon' 
and not '6 p.m.', which would be J 2 in the evening if it is taken over directly 
from African languages. 

Finally, even non-verbal communication patterns contribute to the Eas t Af
rican flavour of a conversation, such as frequent nodding supported by a long 
and reassuring eehee shows the speaker that the listeoer is still foll owing him 
attentively. 

5. Lexis 

The lexicon of EAfE (cf. also Sclunied forthcomi ng) comprises the core lexi
con ofStE and specific EastAfri canisms, which would not be interpreted easily 
or equally by the non-initiated user, for example readers/listeners not familiar 
with English usage in EastAfrica. Despite some cultural, especially sociopoliti
cal, differences between Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania, the use of (Kiswahili) 
loaDs, the semantic extension of StE lexemes and the id iomatic flexibility are 
common features. 

5.1. Loanwords from Af[ican languages 

In this short section, it will suffice to cover three specific and interesting as
pects: the range of the AfrieanislDs, the areas of life jn which Africanisms occur 
and the origin of Africanisms: from extemal sourccs, i. e. from other African 
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languages, or from internal material, i.e. through English word formation pro
cesses. 

The first issue deals with the question o f how rar Africanisms are used and 
understood in the English-speaking world. Lexical East Africanisms consist 
of several layers: old A fricanisms that developed during colonial days and re
mained in use in EastAfrica (not only in international films, like daktari), post
independence Africanisms (mainly in politics, like ujamaa) and recent African_ 
isms (like milumbo for 'used/second-hand clothes', but sometimes trausferred 
to 'second-hand ' in general, as in mi/umbo cars or even milumbo mentality). 

Very old bon owi ngs, sucb as askari. boobab, bwana or safm-;, mainly in 
the environmental field, have already been incorporated into general English 
and are thus codified in general large dictionaries of World English, the Ox
ford English Dictionary with its supp lements, fo r instance. Their range trans
cends African English by far, and some have even been integrated into other 
European languages. They are, however, restr ic led to African contexts and 
thus have a more specific meaniog in general English than in the particular 
regional English. A well -known example is the Kiswahili word saJari. In East 
Africa it denotes any 'jowney' (journey is hardly ever used, possibly because 
of pronunciation difficulties). For European tourists it always refers to a small 

'expedition' to see and shoot game (in colonial days with a gun, nowadays 
usually with a camera), normally in national parks. Interestingly enough, sa· 
Jari in StE can also refer to the group of people setting Out on such a safari , a 
semantic expansion which is not possible in Kiswahi Ji . Very few Africanisms 
have 'such a secure existence in geueral English, most of them being marginal 
aud only used to render meanings in an African context. 

This becomes understandable when one ex.amines the areas of life or do· 
mains in which most East Africanisms occur. Schmied (1991: 80--81) shows a 
few examples mainly from Kiswahili , grouped in the major domains of Afri
canisms. As can be expected, the A frican environment is inadequately reflected 
in the StE lexicon and is supplemented by African names for characteristic 
landscapes, plants or animals. African loans cluster around "African domains" 
just as English loans cluster around "European domains". It is interesting to see 
that the semantic expansion of StE lexemes may create problems of distinction 
as in the case of po/alOes, where A frieans often have to specify Irish! European 
potatoes or sweet potatoes. In general, the preferred staple food dish is hardly 
ever trans lated: Kenya's and Tanzania 's ugali is Uganda's posoo (liom the co
lonial English portion, which was allocated to workers), the traditional maize 
dish (a little like polenta in Italy). 

The field of food is probably culture-specific everywhere, but in many Af
rican countries there is a marked contrast between European and African food 
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(and eating habits) because Europeans in East Africa have tended not to adopt 
African food, in contras t to the British in India. Some dishes are also marked by 
ethnicity or region, like githeri for a Gikuyu bean dish or vitumbua for a coastal 
rice-cake. Some are of course clearly imported from Asia like bajia (an Indian 
potato di sh) and cOOi (usually black tea). 

Interestingly, many African words for kin relations in the intimate family 
and beyond are retained, especially when used as a form of address (like Babu 
for' grandfather ' ). Where African clothing is sti ll worn it is, of course, referred 
to by African names. Other Afi'ican customs, which have to be rendered in 
Afriean words, are concerned with traditional customs or pastimes, like lobola 
'bride-price', or with rules of politeness (see section 5.3.2.). 

An important domain of African isms today is politics. African languages 
ha.ve often played a major role in mobilisiog tbe masses, even before uhuru 
'independence ' was reached, and before harambee 'pn lling together ' and nyayo 
(ex-President Moi 's following iu the 'footsteps' of Kenyatta) were national 
slogans in Kenya and Ujamaa 'farnilybood ' and Kujigetemea 'self-reliance' in 
Tanzania. It is clear that most of these tenns have to be seen in their socio':'po~ 
litical context, otherwise they may conjure up the wrong connotations. Many 
politicians wish to demonstrate their local roots by including Africau vocabu
lary in their speeches even when using English. 

A more comprehensive dictionary cntry would have la add typical colloca
tions and sample sentences (in some cases only a picture may explain matters 
to the non-initiated). Thm a dictionary ently for the famous East Africani sm 
malatu (including inflectious and denotative and connotative meanings, ety
mology and collocates) could be as follows: 

matatu pl - s N 'collective tax i' in EA fr., especially Kenya 
usu. licensed for fixed routes of public transport, but flexible, they leave when 

'full' ; 
infamous for reckless driving and overcrowding; 
etym. <Swahili "three", orig. 3 shillings fare; 
collocates: N driver. tout, operator, passenger; LOC. park, stand, stage, stop; 
PREP in, on board a - ; VERB enter, board 

These examples also illustrate that many lexemes cannot be translated III a 
single term or even a few words satisfactorily (cf pole in section 4.2.). This is 
why many explanations start wi th a type a}; indicating a hypemym or a term 
with a similar flffiction or fOlm from a different culture (like polenla above). 

Of course, isolated words have to be seen in their cotex t, and phrases and col
locates may occur like bahati IIIbaya ('bad luck') . Then the borderline between 
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code-mixing and loan words can be blurred when for instance the Kiswahili 
locative or directive particle - ni is added to a word, as when an officer is porini 
(i.e. 'in the bush', ' up-country' , 'away from the capital o r administrative head
quarters'). 

5,2, Semantic change of StE lexemes 

Even if tbe words used in African English retain the traditional English form, 
their meanings may be quite different. Nthough word usage may depend on 
the specific linguistic and extralinguistic context and although individual words 
may show many different deviations, some tendencies may be summarised in a 
categorisation based on the StE correspondence of meaning aIld form. 

This correspondence may be changed in the particular East African environ_ 
ment or context, for instance when a particular meaning is expressed mOre 
than once in the same context (redundancy), when in the fixed correspondence 
between form and meaning the former is changed, usually on the morphologi
cal level, (idiomaticity), when words extend (sbift or occasionally restrict) their 
meanings in some contexts (reference expansion), when they are confused Or 
when the context of an English lexeme is d ifferent, either in terms of colloca
tions or in terms of connotations usually associated with a certain lexeme. 

The level of semantic redundancy tends to be higher: 
Examples of redundancy can be found on many levels. The repetition of se
mantic elements may occur in connection whh word fonnation. For example, 
the suffix -able expresses the same as the modal auxiliary can, so tbe two 
do not co-occur, thus something is traceable 10 or something can be lraced 
to. Redundancy can also be found with modifying elements like adjectives Or 
adverbs, For example, one defiinng element of a ballot in StE is that it is beld 
secretly, thus a secrel ballol is considered a tautology, Similarly, perhaps is 
redundant in the cotext of the modal may, 

Sometimes a (Latin) prefix corresponds to a Germanic particle, and wben 
both are used (as in return back home) this is considered tautological in StE. 
Other meaning elements may be reinforced because they seem to bave lost part 
of their meaning, as the featllre [+DURATION] immanent in during (less so in 
in), which is emphasised a second time by the course of Other subtle cases of 
redundancy would be include in connection with and so on, which both convey 
the idea of an incomplete list, and reason in connection wlth because (as in 
the reason why he came is beca,use). However, such cases can also be found in 
British o r American style guides or rules of rhetoric. 
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Idiomatic expressions are used in a slightly different morphological form: 
Idiomatic expressions usuatly have a very fixed fonn as the idiomatic meaning 
consists of ruore than that of the single word elements involved. Tbus, varia
tion in form is not conunon in StE, for instance, in terrus of pluralisation (as in 
jlJSt pulling your legs). Sometimes idiomatic expresslons are mixed with simi
lar ones (with regards to for instance combines with regard to and as regards), 
There is also a tendency to make idiorus more transparent andlor use more 
common synonyms, as in silence means (StE gives) consent. 

English word forms are used iD other reference contexts (usually expanded): 
In African English, word form s occur in s lightly different contexts than in 
British Standard English (BrStE), thus usually expanding their referential 
meaning. The most striking examples of this are kinship terms. Even the most 
casual visitor to Africa notices that Africans seem to have very many broth'
ers and sisters or even fathers; this can not only be attributed to the birth rate 
.and the extended family structure. Kinship terms are expanded as reference 
and address terms, because they go far beyond the British COre meanings 
related to the biological features of consanguinity, generation and sex, and 
are related to tbe social features of seniority (age), solidarity, affection and 
role ~ relations . Tbus, all the mother's co-wives or sisters may be addressed as 
molher, many elderly men asfother and people from the same vi llage without 
direct blood relations as brothers and sisters. As it lS very important to show 
respect to older people in general, even older sisters may be ascribed 'he 
higher status of QUlltie. This is supported by different kinship categorisations 
in African languages, where seniority is most important. 

Another culture-based tenn that eveo the casual tourist notices is holeli, 
which in K.iswahili refers to a restaurant~ so if a stranger or foreigner asks for 
a hOlel they may be sbown a place to eat. This change of meaning of English 
loans in African languages including African English is of course the reverse 
side of the loans from African languages mentioned (in section 5, I. above). 

The use of the English discourse particle sorry was mentioned in section 4.2. 
Many visitors to Africa have noticed that their African friends seem to apologise 
frequently. When Africans say sorry, however, they merely use tbe appropri
ate African form of expressing solidarity o r sympathy, because it is customary 
to express sympathy when someone has an unfortunate experieoce. Thu~, the 
word which expresses apology in StE, sorry, has expanded its meaning to sym
pathy in African English, because a gap in tbe vocabulary seems to have been 
felt by African users. Other semantic incongmencies can be detected when the 
usage of expressions of gratitude (Ihankyou) and politeness (please), in replies 
corresponding to American You are welcome, are examined carefully. 
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English word forms are confused with similar ones: 
In lexical fields, word meanings overlap so that expansions of one lexeme af
fec t the others in the same fi eld. Common "confusables" clash, for instance, the 
cases when 10 book is used like StE to hire, 10 forgel like 10 lose, 10 refuse like 
10 deny, 10 convince like 10 persuade, to see like to look, to reach like to arrive 
arm like hand, gues{ like stranger, strange Uke/oreign and so OD. In most of 
these cases, either the meaniogs have been expanded or more spec ific features 
(selecti on restrictions) have been dropped. To escorl, for instance, originally 
implies a special guard or act of courtesy, but by Africans it may be used in the 
more general sense of to accompany, wil"hout the narrower restrictions. 

Occasionally, meanings are re.<;; trjcted, as in move with in the sense of 'go 
out with friends or a boy-/girlfriend '. Sometimes the semantic overlap between 
items accounts for the "confusion", For example, exchange in/ormotiotl has 
certainly a close relationship with compare, but when British students ex~ 

change noles this implies tbat sheets of paper are swapped and not merely that 
notes are compared, as with African students. Again, some problem cases can 
also be fou nd in StE style guides. Clarify usually means ' an effort by some
body who holds information and is in a position to make things clearer' . Thus 
I should clarify Ihal poinl/rom Ihe principal refers to an authori ty from whom 
one can seek clearance or perm.ission. 

English word forms are used in other contexts: collocations and connotations: 
Col1ocations occur when certain words go together particularly well or fre
quently and are associated with each other because they co-occur with nnusual 
frequency. They may be less fixed than idioms, because their particular mean
ing occurs not only in the idiomatic contex t; but collocates sti ll "expect" each 
other to some extent. If similar words are used, the combination is less fixed or 
differs from what is expected in the context, as in smoolh (StE plain) sailing . . 
Often fairly general telms are used instead of more speciiic collocates: an elec
lion is done (StE conducted/held) or 10 commil an aClion (StE crime). It is not 
always the case that collocations are stronger, or lexemes used more specifi
cally, in BrStE, because African English bas developed its own specific fonns, 
as in I (dropped, gol oul/down, alighled)./rom Ihe car near Ihe hospilal. 

Most of the connotations of English lexemes in an African context can lead 
to intercultural problems in discorn-se. It seems too obvious to mention that 
rich may conjure np very differeut ideas in a rural African context, but this may 
also apply to Iravelling and holiday, even Sunday and game, where associative 
African valnes and preferences may differ considerably from European tradi
tions . 
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5.3. Idiomaticity 

It has been mentioned that second-language Eng lish is usually less idiomatic 
than first-language English, which may make commnnication more difficult 
for Africans listening to European English speakers than the other way round. 
But EAfE has developed some idiomatic meanings. which may not be obvious 
at first sight. Thus, if an unsuspecting traveller needed ID make a short call he 
might be shown the way to a toilet (or place used for that purpose). Of course, 
extreme cases are rare and the few exceptions prove the rule. 

However, as has been mentioned above. contexts and style choices consti
nlting idiomaticity fonn a complex interp lay and this special flavour can only 
be studied in larger sections of autbentic texts. This is why a few examples of 
typical verb usage in the spoken part of the Corpus of EAlE may suffice: 

(25) I am a malalu driver operating roule No. 44. (ICE-EA: S I B065K) 

(26) 11 is Ihe City Inspeclorale who assigl1s Ihe City Askari. (ICE-EA: 
SIB066K) 

(27) Bul he never saw anybody himself,' nor anybody alighlingfrom Ihe 
police m/v go 10 the house. (S I BCE07K) 

Whether EAlE is really more explicit (according 10 me ' in my view'), more 
flexible (10 drag someone Ihrough Ihe mud ' to drag someone through the mire ') 
and more illustrative (as in big with child), can only be decided on the basi, of 
large-scale comparative surveys or infOlmant interviews and elicitation tests 
(cf. Skandera 2003). 

6. Researcb issues 

6. I . Research data 

The problem of insufficient research data has been mentioned in various parts 
of this article. Although the internet, with East African newspapers and even 
radio broadcasts (cf. the accompanying CD), has made new data more acces
sible to the European arm-chair researcher, fieldwork is still essential, partly to 
evaluate and scrutinise the data available and partly to complement them with 
other text-types, simations and speakers. Data from the media tend to mirror 
public oral and written prodnction and clearly have an urban and elitist bias. 

The only broad and stratified collection of EAfE is the East African part of 
the Inlemalional Corpus o/English (lCE-EA, freely available complete with 
handbook from the intemet). It was collected between 1990 and 1996 and is 
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compatible with the other ICE-copora, an effort to record true English usage in 
its fi rst and second-language varieties (principally each with I million words 
in 500 text types, balf written and half spoken). The computerised collection 
from Kenya and Tanzania allows comparisons with the first-language varieties 
of Britain and Australia, but also with the second-language varieties of India 
and the Philippines, for instance. 

Thus general processes of second-language development can be distin
guished from specifically East African features. The size of the corpus (about 
1,5 million words with only about half a mill ion words of spoken English) 
makes it a convenient source for analyses of grammar and frequent lexernes, 
especially as far as stylistic or text-type-specific differences are concerned. It 
is, however, not rea1jy sufficient for lexica1 and collocational research, where a 
much larger corpus is necessary. 

For such quantitative comparisons and sample retrievals the www with the 
domains .ug, .ke and .Iz can be used. Such a procedure using modem web 
browsers provides examples of rare cases much more easily now. However, 
the texts have to be evaluated critically, tbat is, the question has to be consid
ered whether they can really be seen as "educated EAfE". By using the www, 
country-specific pattems can be distinguished. For example, Kiswahili address 
forms like ndllgu or rnzee have higher hits in Tanzania than in Kenya, duka and 
fundi are less frequent in Uganda, but sodas occurs in all three East African . 
countries in contrast to South African minerals. 

Finally, again a plea to look at the data carefully: soda as well as minerals 
of course also belong to general English, but in other contexts - baking and 
mining, for instance. Even mill/mha occurs on .uk web sites as well, but usu
ally with an explicit explanation in the form of premodifiers or appositions (Ihe 
second-hand mitumba or milumbo, second-hand clothes). In South Africa, it is 
often used wi th explicit reference to East Africa. 

Table 1. EAfE lexemes on the »'WW 

ndugu Rlzee duka fundi mitumba matatu 

abso lute: 220 292 431 954 25 279 

re lative: 0.003 % 0.004 % 0.007% 0.015 % 0% 0.004 % 

"k inlmsite share: 10% 13.3 % 19.6 % 43.3 % 1.1 % 12.7% 

6,510,000 intrasite factor: 8. 8 11.68 17.24 38.16 11.1 6 

inlraphrase share: 0.2% 0.1 % 0.8 % 0.9% 0.1 % 0.1 % 

intraphrase factor: 
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Table 1. (continued) EAfE lexemes on the www 

ndugu mze< duka fuodi mitumba matatu 

absolute: 7 45 4 89 6 185 

relative: 0.086 % 0.55 % 0.049 % 1.088% 0.073 % 2.262 % 

ke intrasite share: 2. 1 % 13.4% 1.2% 26.5 % 1.8 % 55.1 % 
8, 180 intrasite factor: 1. 75 11.25 22.25 1.5 46.25 

intraphrase share: 4% 17.7% 5.6% 63.8% 21.2 % 74.8 % 

intraphrase factor: 25.32 122.65 7.39 74.25 191 527.71 

absolute: 105 13 1 42 31 14 39 

relative: 2.043 % 2.549 % 0.8 17% 0.603 % 0.272 % 0.759 % 

IZ intrasile share: 29% 36.2% !1.6 % 8.6% 3.9% 10.8% 

5, 140 intrasi te faetor: 7.5 9.36 3 2.2 ] 2.79 

inlraphrase share: 95.8% 82.1 % 93.6 % 35.4 % 78.7 % 25.1 % 

intra phrase factor: 604.4 8 568.2 ] t 23.42 41.16 709.26 177.04 

6.2. Practical language issues 

The most pressing problem in East Africa is rel.ted to tbe functions of English 
in education. Teaching English properly within the limited means in the socio
cultural contexts of Africa has been a burning issue for many years. Although 
these problems are tackled in many development projects, the scientific basis 
is usually limited, partly because ideological convictions tend to interfere and 
partly because the teaching materials are only moderately adapted to tbe local 
linguistic needs. On this basis, the study of English for academic and specific 
purposes, especially for sci ence and technology, would help to make learning 
in English easier, especially on higher levels of educatiou. Thus, studies in 
educational linguistics are the major desideratum in East Africa. 

Other linguistic subdisciplines can support them: more studies on attitude 
and actual usage could use larger corpora to help draw the borderline between 
general usage and lea mer English, which would be useful for the testing spe
cialists in national testing centres and the local writers of adapted teaching 
materials and text-books. Only mucb later can questions of national norm be 
addressed on this scientific basis. 
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6.3. Intercultural problems 

The adoption of some English words into African usage can also give rise to 
connotational problems. Forms like blackmail or black market are stigmatised 
because the word black is used to characterise activities beyond what is pennit
ted by law. The long European tradition of equating black with bad and White 
with good can also be seen in black versus white magic, which is difficult to 
compare with equivalent complex African concepts anyway. It is therefore not 
surprising that mauy language-conscious Africans object to these terms and 
replace them. 

This is why Africanisms for black market occur almost as frequently all 
over Africa as the phenomenon itself, e.g. magendo in Tanzania and kibanda 
in Uganda. However, such unofficial parts of the economy tend to cbange ex
pressions rapidly; thus kitu kidogo (literally 'something small') and chai Ctea ') 
are well-knowo in Kenya as euphemistic expressions for a bribe and tend to be 
replaced already in the iill1er circle of users. 

The connotation "African style" occurs in many areas of the informal sector 
or petty trade, from the infamous parking boys, who force car owners to pay 
them for "looking after the~' cars" to the jua kali artisans, who follow their 
craft in the "hot sun" and not in a shop or garage ill Kenya. Similarly, the StE 
expressions second-hand or used clothes do not have the same connotations as 
mitumbo in Kenya. These examples illustrate that it is necessary to pay atten
tion to denotative but also to connotative meanings. 

6.4. Outlook 

Since their independence over forty years ago, East Africans have developed 
an interesting trifocal language system: Englisn, widespread throughout Africa, 
is rivalled by Kiswahili in high language functions in the region (and through 
the Organisation of African Unity even on the continent) and by a local ver
nacular l:l1lguage having low functions. Although other African languages play 
a role in subnationat conununication and influence English pronullciation, East 
Africa is \mique among the English-speaking areas ofthe world because of this 
dichotomy. lnterestingly enough, Kiswhahili does not threaten English in the 
area since its losses in national functions have by far been compensated by 
the many international functions of English that have been important for East 
Africans since their integration into world-wide communication networks over 
100 years ago. 

EAtE shares many features, especially in grammar, with other New Eng
li shes, which also have comparablc tendencies in lexical development. Thus 
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EAtE can be seen in a larger framework (e.g. as in ICE above). In [he long 
tradition of African multilingualism, English bas a promising future in the area. 
The knowledge and appreciation of national and regional features will develop 
and make English in East Africa interesting for casual global users and spe
cialised researchers alike. 

Exercises and study questions 

1. "The tendency to overgeneralise -s plural noun markers is semantically mo
tivated" (see 2.2) . Discuss and illustrate. 

2. Discuss tirree major syntactic similarities between an EAtE and a WAlE 
variety like that of Ghana or Nigeria. 

3. Discuss tlrree syntactic differences between EAIE and ibe variety you chose 
in 2. 

4. Discuss the pragmatics of the interjection sorry in EAtE. 

5. Negative yes/no questions are confinned by responding [0 the form of the 
qnestion and not to the absolute «inner logic". Discuss and compare with 
this analysis for EAtE the same phenomenon in BISAIE. 
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